1994 toyota pickup fuel filter location

An infrequent maintenance item on the Toyota truck 3. Never mind that there's 18" of open
frame rail just behind this location Well, I guess it is well-protected when wheeling.
Nevertheless, the filter is not terribly difficult to access and replace. To replace it, all that is
needed is a 14mm box wrench for the fuel lines, a 12mm socket for the filter mounts, some rags,
and a drain pan. This EFI engine retains fuel pressure at all times. Therefore, gas will be in the
fuel lines into and out of the filter, and in the filter itself. To relieve the pressure, the vehicle can
be started and the fuse for the fuel pump pulled, letting the engine run dry. Electing not to run
my EFI system dry, I decided to work cautiously, and allowed the lines to bleed upon removal.
Be extremely cautious when doing this: I had just under a full gallon of gas drain into the pan. I
also had a fire extinguisher at my side for an emergency, and I removed the positive battery
cable prior to doing any work. Using the 14mm wrench, loosen the input line from the gas tank
at the back end of the filter. This line is accessible from underneath, although with the body lift
on my truck I found it just as easy to get at it from the top. Be prepared to catch and recover any
gasoline! Then remove the fuel line from the forward end of the filter: this one could be tricky
because you must get to it from above the filter, and space is at a premium. Once the lines are
removed, use the 12mm socket to remove the two bolts that locate the filter assembly on the
frame rail. The old filter assembly can be removed, and the new one put in place. Because you
may have to "persuade" the lines into the new filter just a bit, do not completely tighten down
the assembly yet: leave some slack to manipulate the filter so the lines can be started into the
filter. Begin tightening the line nuts. Since there is no way to get a torque wrench in here, I used
the point on the threads that had been discolored from the elements and mud as an indication
of how far to tighten them. Once I had the threads about half-way done, I tightened the filter
against the frame rail, then finished off the fuel lines. When complete, attempt to start the
engine. I cranked it briefly to allow pressure to rebuild in the lines and filter, turned it off, then it
turned right over. Replacement MAF unit.. Gen1 cigarette lighter port. Sway Bar delete..
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Just aft of the transfer case crossmember, on the inner frame rail at the rear passenger torsion
bar mount, is the Toyota 3. Looking forward from just under the passenger side torsion bar
mount. This is another time I love having a body lift. I allowed the lines and filter to bleed;
caught the gas in a drain pan and used it in my lawn mower! Here, the filter and its bracket are
removed. The new Toyota filter includes the mounting bracket. The new filter assembly from
Toyota is situated, then lightly torqued down until the fuel lines are started. New Topics on
TrailTalk. Recent Posts on TrailTalk. Asked by Wiki User. Where is the fuel pump relay switch
located on a Toyota pickup. The fuel filter on a Toyota pickup having a 22re engine is located on
the left side, directly under the intake manifold. It is held on by two 12mm bolts. If you look
under the truck, you will see the filter to the left of the oil filter. The fuel filter is located on the
firewall on a four cylinder Toyota pickup truck! Fuel filterIts located in the rear wheel well
passenger side. I own a 92' Toyota pickup and i recently changed the fuel filter. It sat down
between the block and the intake manifold on the back near the firewall. Check there. Where is
the fuel filter located on a toyota tocoma pickup truck. Yes, they do have those. Plugged fuel
filter? Plugged air filter? Plugged catalytic converter? All fuel injected vehicles have the fuel
pump in the gas tank. Look under vehicle along frame - follow the fuel line from the tank. Look
under the exhust manifold. Underneath the intake manifold bolted to the motor. The fuel pump
for a Toyota Pickup is in the fuel tank. Drop the fuel tank and unbolt the fuel pump from the top
for a 20R engine. Does the Toyota sequoia have a fuel filter. The fuel filter is mounted under the
vehicle on the frame rail directly over, and somewhat hidden by, the crossmember. Ask
Question. Toyota Trucks and SUVs. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related
Questions. Where is the fuel pump relay on a Toyota pickup? Where is the fuel filter on a Toyota
pickup 2wd? Where is the fuel filter located on a four cylinder Toyota pickup truck? Where is
the fuel filter for a Toyota Pickup? Does a Toyota pickup with a manual transmission have a
filter? Where is fuel filter on Toyota pickup fuel injected 22r? Where is it on a Toyota tocoma ?
Fuel filter on a Toyota Corolla? What is causing your Toyota pickup to lose power? Where is the
fuel pump located in a Toyota pickup truck? Where is fuel filter on a Toyota pickup V6? Where
is the fuel filter on the Toyota pickup with the 22R engine? Where is the fuel filter located on a
Toyota Pickup? Where is the fuel pump on a Toyota 2 wheel drive pickup? Where is the location
of the fuel filter on a Toyota Tacoma pickup truck 4x4? Where is fuel filter 93 Toyota pickup 22r
motor? On a extended cab SR5 Toyota pickup where is the fuel filter? Where is the fuel filter
located on a Toyota Tacoma 2-wheel drive 4 cylinder pickup truck? Where is the fuel pump on a
79 Toyota pickup? How do you change the fuel filter on a Toyota Sequoia? Where is the fuel

filter located on Toyota pickup? Where is fuel filter o chev pickup? Where is the fuel filter on a
Toyota Cressida? Where is the fuel filter located on a V6 Toyota 4Runner? How do you replace
fuel filter Toyota Corolla? Trending Questions Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked
By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been
mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the
Alphabet is always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14 go into ?
How many feet in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its
name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How
can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like
bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last?
Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the
longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV
dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Where is the fuel filter on a Toyota pickup?
Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when
heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children?
Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa
Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights
Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or
otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. Started by seanc General 4WD
Discussion. So I decided to change my fuel filter. Bought a WIX filter. Took off the wheel and got
the old filter out. Installed the new filter with new washers. Line out leaks fuel. Took apart again
put back together still leaks. Sequence goes - bolt- washer- fuel line- washer filter. Still leaks.
And again line in is fine it's line out. I can not figure what the heck I am doing wrong. Does your
filter have the little tab that the line indexes into? If so make sure your line is actually mating
flush with the filter and that is indexed in that tab. Some have it some dont. It's a very simple
design. Are you sure the line out doesn't have any dings or flaws with the surface? Dry it off
with compressed air Put safety glasses on Have some body else crank engine for a second
while you look at it threw wheel well. Most likely you damaged the line. Best of luck Please post
what you find. Last time I changed my fuel filter, with a Napa gold wix I had to tighten it pretty
darn tight to get rid of the leaks I had. I was wondering if that might be the problem. I got the
bolt off with an open ended wrench and am tightening it with a socket. I have seen the copper
washers referred to as "crush washers" and it seems like you would have to tighten it down
pretty hard to crush anything. I just don't remember the original filter being that hard to break
loose. But I am doing something wrong. I don't think I damaged the banjo fitting when removing
it. Maybe this should have come under the heading "if it ain't broke" but it was starting to
hesitate some and I thought this might be the problem. I've had this truck since it was new and
with the exception of the timing chain replacement about , miles ago, I have done all the work
on it. I've done alot of learning on that poor truck! I'll give it a try in the morning and see how it
goes. Try annealing the copper washers with a torch to soften them up. Quote from: emsvitil on
Jun 10, , PM. Quote from: : bestgen4runner on Jun 10, , PM. The location of that thing makes it
tough to see what's going on. I agree with the annealing trick. Also putting anti-seize on your
threads and washers will help things go together and tighten up nice. Ok- well, on one site I was
reading before doing this job, they said that you really didn't have to put the second bolt back
onto the filter the harder to get to top bolt. So that was all I was doing- the bottom bolt. But- I
noticed when tightening up the banjo bolt, that the whole bracket was bending and that was
preventing me from really tightening it down. So, I bit the bullet and reinstalled the top bolt.
Tightened it up- as tight as I could get it without starting to bend the top of the fuel filter. Still
leaked- but just a little. So I looked into plumbers tape and whether it would stand up to
gasoline. But PTFE tape for gas fittings will. No leak. Thank goodness. I will keep an eye on it
though. Thanks to all! All products intended for Off-Road use. Prices subject to change without
notice. Page created in 0. Logged redneckcustoms13 The 2. Logged 83 long bed 2wd sas, 3rz,
w56, duals with 4. I'll have to look that up so see what it means, but it sounds like a good idea!
Quote from: : bestgen4runner on Jun 10, , PM Dry it off with compressed air Put safety glasses
on Have some body else crank engine for a second while you look at it threw wheel well. I can
start the truck- as I don't have a helper - it runs but leaks. I can see the fuel coming from the
area at the banjo fitting. I thought I might have damaged it but I was not rough at all when
removing the bolt and did not force anything. But by process of elimination- if the filter is fine I
was going to look into replacing the banjo fitting- but I don't know if NAPA carrys them or if I'd
have to order it- there are definitely some hoses under there that look like they could be
replaced. I was going to see in the AM how the banjo fitting attaches to the fuel line and how
long and where that fuel line ends up. I really did not want this to turn into a big job! Jun 03, ,
AM by seanc. Nov 24, , PM by Yoder Apr 18, , PM by jssgbsn. For more information go to There

are many fairly simple things you can do to protect the more expensive and sensitive parts in
your vehicle, and keeping your Toyota fuel filter in good condition is one of the more important
of those things. When a Toyota fuel filter is not changed frequently enough, particles can
escape it, and travel further into the fuel system to damage such sensitive parts as the fuel
injectors. Many suggested maintenance schedules recommend that you check your fuel filter
each time you change the oil and change it every two years or 24, miles. If, however, you are
experiencing some of the symptoms of a dirty or clogged fuel filter, you may have to attend to
your Toyota fuel filter right away. Some of those symptoms include hesitation upon
acceleration, rough idling and rough running, stalling out, backfiring and the feeling of your
vehicle straining to get the fuel that it needs. Our online catalog features a variety of aftermarket
parts and accessories for your year and model of Toyota, including the parts you need to keep
your fuel system in top form, ranging from a selection of Toyota fuel filter types to fuel injectors
and even to the fuel tank itself and the assorted lines and hoses that you may need. We make it
easy for you to order the parts you need, at any time of the day or night that you'd like to shop,
as our online ordering is secure and you can place your Toyota fuel filter order without worrying
about the safety of your important data. If you'd prefer to order your Toyota fuel filter by
telephone, you are welcome to use our toll-free telephone number. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Toyota Fuel Filter. Refine by:. Fuel
Filter part. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Shop Toyota Fuel Filter. Showing 1 - 15 of 46 results.
Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: FFG Part Number: FFP Product Details Notes : 36 x 1. OD; 5. Part Number: Page 1 of 4
Showing 1 - 15 of 46 results. Toyota Fuel Filter Models. Toyota 4Runner Fuel Filter. Toyota
Avalon Fuel Filter. Toyota Camry Fuel Filter. Toyota Celica Fuel Filter. Toyota Corolla Fuel Filter.
Toyota Corona Fuel Filter. Toyota Echo Fuel Filter. Toyota Highlander Fuel Filter. Toyota Land
Cruiser Fuel Filter. Toyota Matrix Fuel Filter. Toyota
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MR2 Fuel Filter. Toyota Paseo Fuel Filter. Toyota Pickup Fuel Filter. Toyota Sequoia Fuel Filter.
Toyota Sienna Fuel Filter. Toyota Solara Fuel Filter. Toyota Starlet Fuel Filter. Toyota Supra Fuel
Filter. Toyota T Fuel Filter. Toyota Tacoma Fuel Filter. Toyota Tercel Fuel Filter. Toyota Tundra
Fuel Filter. Toyota Van Fuel Filter. Toyota Van Wagon Fuel Filter. Toyota Fuel Filter Guides.
Helpful Automotive Resources. Cars contain so many different fluids that most drivers
experience difficulty distinguishing one type of leak from another. Filters Air filter: used to filter
the air going into an engine. This filter is usually easy to replace yourself. Fuel filter: found
either in the engine compartment or near the gas tank. This filter is best left to your auto
mechanic to change. Breather: works with the PCV valve to allow clean. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

